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TAG Farnborough Airport, UK
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By Carol Cork & Richard Koe

MARKET

In Europe there are around ten times
more airport choices for a private jet to

use versus scheduled airlines. Using

smaller, local airports is a key part of

the appeal for private jet travelers.

Proximity saves precious time, with lit-

tle or no slot limitations, seamless

ground-to-air transfers, and maximum

discretion and privacy. 

Year-round these smaller airports at-

tract steady traffic from private busi-

ness and leisure flyers, but they can be

thrust into an international spotlight

when playing host to some of Europe's

most important events. Whether spor-

ting, cultural or political, key events un-

doubtedly correlate with spikes in

private aviation movements. It's clear

that business aviation plays an impor-

tant role in bringing in spectators and

participants, both from within Europe

and also internationally. 

Using insight from data provider,

WINGX, and commentary from leading

private jet booking service,

PrivateFly.com, we can take a closer

look at seven of Europe's most impor-

The European 
summer season

which summer events in europe 
create private aviation peaks?

Every year, the Summer season 
in Europe sees a concentration 

of key sporting, cultural and political
events that turn some of Europe's

smaller airports into private jet
hotspots. Latest research and

analysis from WINGX Advance 
and PrivateFly.com shows which

airports reap the benefits. 
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with dual Swiss-French operations.

With a runway length of 3900m and

extensive hangar space, it can accom-

modate all aircraft types and offers 24

hour handling and a choice of three dif-

ferent private jet terminals. Year-round

Basel is a popular tourist destination,

but the Basel Art Fair, taking place an-

nually in June, plays an indisputably im-

portant role in driving business aviation

movements. This event shows the big-

gest business aviation uplift at +581%,

and on the peak day of the event (day

2), Basel sees nearly ten times more

private jet flights than usual. 

Richard Koe of WINGX-Advance com-

ments "Looking at the data, it's clear

that heavy and ultra long range aircraft

take a significant share of the traffic

flying to and from Basel for this event.

This also tallies with the provenance and

origination of these flights, which in

2012 were split evenly with 50% from

within Europe and 50% internationally.

Art Basel has an international following

and also has sister shows in Miami

(sponsored by NetJets) and Hong

tant annual events that attract the pri-

vate jet market. The relationship is indis-

putable - with business aircraft

movements from 2012 tracked to the

closest local airports, we can see a signi-

ficant uplift in related private jet traffic,

ranging from between + 50% to + 500%. 

Flights can be booked online, via app

or with its 24hr team of multilingual

aviation experts. 

BASEL ART FAIR 
Art Basel, one of the most prominent

events in the contemporary art world,

illustrates this 'event uplift' most stron-

gly. The annual Art Fair takes place in

the heart of Europe but has an interna-

tional audience. When we look closely

at business aviation patterns during the

event, we can see which aircraft are

most popular, as well as where in the

world people are travelling in from.

Overall this suggests larger passenger

group numbers, longer range flights

and comparatively high wealth indices

than Basel's usual activity. 

Basel-Mulhouse is a slot-free airport

Olbia Airport, Sardinia
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Best known for its flying school and

Cranfield University, the airfield barely

registers in business aviation terms on

an average day, with just 1 or 2 flights

per day. But during the British Grand

Prix, when the airport is dedicated to

Grand Prix visitors, this increases by

450%, to over 11 movements per day.

Helicopters flights also reach a peak for

this event attracting up to 90 helicop-

ter movements daily (on race day Sil-

verstone heliport is the world’s busiest

heliport). Cranfield has just completed

a £3.5 million refurbishment to market

itself as an alternative business aviation

hub for London, year-round. 

CHAMPIONS LEAGUE 
FINALS IN MUNICH
The UEFA Champions League Football

final is the pinnacle of the European

football calendar, and a peak demand

day in Europe's private jet calendar, no

matter which country's stadium is

playing host. 

The venue for the Champions League

final is chosen from a rotating list of

qualifying stadiums across Europe each

year. In 2012, the final took place at the

Kong." Carol Cork, Sales & Marketing Di-

rector of PrivateFly says that Art Basel

is an important event for private avia-

tion "creating peak demand every year.

Art Basel clearly attracts a strong global

and cosmopolitan audience and this

translates into valuable business for us

every year - both short haul and long

haul. This also makes sense when you

consider the increasingly global foot-

print of Art Basel, which brings together

over 300 of the world's leading galleries

and attendees from over 60 countries".

WINGX also tracks how flights are filed

- whether for private or charter use. Ri-

chard Koe comments that "the majority

of flights into Basel-Mulhouse during

the Art Fair are charter flights, as oppo-

sed to private owner flights. This is par-

ticularly true of light jets and air taxis

(80-90% are charter)."  Carol Cork also

sees Art Basel as a particularly impor-

tant event for the charter segment, ad-

ding that "Art Basel does generate

peak activity amongst Europe's charter

fleet. We see a concentration in Euro-

pean and international clients from

across the Art World flying into Art

Basel for short visits of 1-2 days, who

are not high-frequency private jet users

for the rest of the year. Using adhoc

charter makes a short visit to Basel via-

ble and efficient". 

At +581%, the Basel Art Fair provides a

very significant boost to business avia-

tion activity. WINGX and PrivateFly

have also identified six other annual

events that create peak private aviation

days in Europe.

THE BRITISH GRAND 
PRIX AT SILVERSTONE
One of the sporting highlights of the F1

calendar and any English summer, the

British Grand Prix at Silverstone attracts

both pan-European and global business

aviation traffic. The closest international

airport is Heathrow, which at 110km away

has slot limitations and traffic conges-

tion. Cranfield airport, just 29km from Sil-

verstone, therefore reaps the benefit and

sees a concentration of business aviation

movements related to Silverstone. 

Cranfield is situated just off the M1 mo-

torway, with secure tarmac parking,

and a 1800m runway offering landing

capacity for aircraft up to heavy jets.

Allianz Arena in Munich staging Chelsea

versus the local Bayern Munich team.

Munich Airport is renowned internatio-

nally for its efficiency and has been

voted best international transit airport.

In business aviation terms, Munich

year-round sits in the top 10 European

airports for business aviation move-

ments. But the impact of this major

sporting event is clear - during the

Champions League final on 19 May

2012, business aviation traffic move-

ments increased by over 200% from

36 to 121 movements.

EUROPEAN SUMMIT IN BRUSSELS
The meetings of the European Council

take place at least twice every six

months, usually in the Justus Lipsius

building, which is the headquarters of

the Council of the European Union in

Brussels. Commonly known as the EU

Summit, this event sees key negotia-

tions conducted within a meeting of

EU heads of state. In June 2012 the

summit agreed €120bn in economic

stimulus to rescue the ailing European

economy, and 2013's agenda will un-

doubtedly continue to focus on fixing

Make a note in your agenda for the season’s high-end events
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the Eurozone crisis. 

Brussels International Airport holds

strong proximity appeal compared to

other European capitals, being very

close to city centre and allowing swift

and private travel, in and out. The vo-

lume attendance of VIP decision-ma-

kers is clearly correlated with the

pattern of bizav movements, which

doubled on 28-29 June 2012, compared

to an average day. 

VENICE FILM FESTIVAL
The oldest international film festival in

the world and for many, this is the defi-

nitive cultural event that marks the end

of the summer season. The Venice Film

Festival takes place annually in late Au-

gust or early September, and is more

widely part of the Venice Biennale, also

incorporating both an acclaimed inter-

national art and architecture exhibition. 

The closest airport is Venice Marco Polo

airport, which is under 10 km from the

Palazzo del Cinema venue - just 20 mi-

nutes by water taxi. The airport, with its

dedicated private jet terminal, sees on

average 13 bizav movements per day

annually. However during the Venice

Biennale event, this rises to an average

of 24 per day, peaking at more than 30

per day. The airport's attraction as a

private jet destination has been sustai-

ned by the relaxation of exorbitant par-

king fees for international bizav arrivals,

which came into effect in Italy in 2012. 
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WIMBLEDON
The Wimbledon Tennis Championships

take place each year at The All England

Club in South West London, and this

event is arguably the most prestigious

of the 4 Tennis Grand Slam events. With

attendees across a spectrum of spor-

ting, luxury and corporate sectors,

Wimbledon attracts a VIP global atten-

dance for the last week of June and the

first week of July each year. 

London has no shortage of private

aviation gateways, from which Wimble-

don can be widely accessed. But dis-

tance and traffic congestion favour

Northolt, which is just 14km from the

tennis courts. Northolt is one of Lon-

don's most sought after and private bu-

siness aviation hubs and increased its

movement growth +10% in 2012-2013.

During the Wimbledon Tennis fortnight

in 2012, flights movements at Northolt

increased by 60% compared to stan-

dard activity. Private jet activity peaked

at 45 movements per day towards the

climax of the competition, compared to

the average of 19. 

THE ITALIAN GRAND PRIX (MONZA)
The Italian Grand prix is one of the most

established events in the Formula One

calendar, and a highlight of the European

Grand Prix circuit. Along with the British

Grand Prix, this is the most traditional of

all the races and is held every year at

Monza, which is 20km or a short hop by

Left, Albenga Airport, Italy

Right, Le Castellet Airport, France
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helicopter from Milan Linate airport. 

Throughout the year, Linate is one of

Europe’s busiest bizav hubs with a

steady average of 50 movements per

day. But private jet arrivals from Europe

and worldwide create an annual peak

around the prestigious Grand Prix

event, when movements accelerate to

90 per day on 9 September 2012.

FLYING VISITS
Richard Koe comments "When we iso-

lated key dates and correlated them

with movements at some of Europe's

smaller airports, we saw which city

pairs were being connected, with which

aircraft type and flight type. The rela-

tionship between sporting, cultural and

political events and business aviation

demand was clear to see". But of

course, this isn't just a European trend.

The Superbowl is the biggest global

event for private jet travel. In February

2013, this drew over six hundred aircraft

into New Orleans, compared to a typi-

cal weekend of 125 movements. Carol

Cork from PrivateFly summarises that

"all of these events attract the interna-

tional Elite, who are often flying in and

out at short notice, and often for a

short time. What this shows is that Pri-

vate aviation use is about efficiency

and time saving  - and that's true whe-

ther you're doing business, buying Art

or watching the tennis". ■

Richard Koe is MD of
WINGX Advance, which
provides actionable
market intelligence 
and consulting to the
business aviation industry.
Customers include
operators, airports, 
OEMs, FBOs, banks and
insurance companies.

Carol Cork is Sales &
Marketing Director for
PrivateFly.com, the leading
booking platform for private
jet charter flights.  Its
innovative technology
compares live pricing and
availability from a global
network of over 5,000
accredited aircraft.

Cannes-Mandelieu Airport, France
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